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http://www.ae911truth.org/ 
  
To: Property Rights Groups, Evergreen Freedom Foundation, Friends 
  
  
Never in a million years would I have thought this was possible.  I have 
sharply jerked up others in the past spreading what I considered unproven 
conspiracy nonsense.  Years later, you now have my attention, with 712 
architects and engineers and growing, signed onto architect Richard Cage's 



theory that the WTC three tower collapsed with help of thermite explosives in 
a controlled demolition.   
  
I heard the interview June 9th on Coast To Coast AM with host, George 
Noorey interviewing Richard Cage , a practicing architect of 20 years, who 
came across more than credible.  You can listen to the 3 hours interview in 
whole or part towards the end of the home page here 
http://www.ae911truth.org/. 
  
Also check out The AE911Truth PowerPoint multimedia slide presentation on 
the left, 3rd from the top.    
  
  
  
Richard Clark will be in Seattle June 27th, see below. 
   
  
  
  
City/State: 

Seattle, WA 

Date: Sat, Jun 27, 2009 
Time: 7 PM 
Topic: 9/11: Blueprint for Truth – The Architecture of Destruction 
Speaker: Richard Gage, AIA 
Venue: Seattle Town Hall 
Location: 1119 8th Ave. 
Event: $10 suggested donation 

http://www.ae911truth.org/speakings.php#speak167 
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WTC Bldg. 7 Not Hit by an airplane 

 
http://www4.ae911truth.org/#front_right_WTC7 

http://www.ae911truth.org/ 

As your own eyes witness — WTC Building #7 (a 47-story high-rise was not hit by 
an airplane) exhibits all the characteristics of a classic controlled demolition with 
explosives: (and some non-standard characteristics)  
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1. Rapid onset of “collapse”  

2. Sounds of explosions at ground floor - a full second prior to collapse  

3. Symmetrical “collapse”  – through the path of greatest resistance – at free-fall acceleration
4. Imploded, collapsing completely, and landed mostly in its own footprint  

5. Massive volume of expanding pyroclastic dust clouds  

6. Several tons of molten metal reported by numerous highly-qualified witnesses  

7. Chemical signature of Thermite (high tech incendiary) found in solidified molten metal, and 
dust samples by physics professor Steven Jones, PhD.  

8. FEMA finds rapid oxidation and intergranular melting on structural steel samples  

9. Expert corroboration from the top European Controlled Demolition professional  

10. Fore-knowledge of “collapse” by media, NYPD, FDNY  

And exhibited none of the characteristics of destruction by fire, i.e.  
1. Slow onset with large visible deformations  

2. Asymmetrical collapse which follows the path of least resistance (laws of conservation of 
momentum would cause a falling, to the side most damaged by the fires)  

3. Evidence of fire temperatures capable of softening steel  

4. High-rise buildings with much larger, hotter, and longer lasting fires have never “collapsed
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Here are my notes from one of the best interviews I have heard on Coast To 
Coast AM www.coasttocoastam.com June 9, 2009 between the host George 
Noory and an architect Richard Gage regarding the 9-11-2001 three tower 
collapse.   
  

� Richard Gage web site on the 9-11-01 World Trade Center 3 tower 
collapse - www.ae911truth.org  

� A sampling of incoming messages during the 3 hour interview indicated 
80% of the 3 to 4 million Coast To Coast listeners on 523 radio stations 
agreed with Gage's theory vs. 40% of Americans who also disbelieve the 
official version  

http://www.ae911truth.org/ 
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� 100 first responders saw flashes of light and explosions after the strike 
and before the collapse 

� this news never came out until Aug 2005 
� Surrounding area dust analysis done by  a leading university Dr. Jones 

shows molten iron spheres smaller than human hair  

http://www.ae911truth.org/ 

� BYU Physics Professor Steven Jones' Paper - 
http://911research.wtc7.net/essays/jones/StevenJones.html 

Steven Jones' 2005 paper, Why Indeed Did the WTC Buildings Collapse?, calls for 
a "serious investigation of the hypothesis that WTC 7 and the Twin Towers were 
brought down, not just by damage and fires, but through the use of pre-positioned 
explosives," and includes key points which Jones and many others feel have not 
been addressed by the FEMA, NIST, or 9-11 Commission Reports.  
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Jones highlights several anomalies in the collapse events, and underscores 
deficiencies in the official explanations, including:  

� Symmetry of the collapses  
� Speed of the collapses  
� Characteristics of dust jets  
� Reports of molten metal in the debris piles  
� Failures of the official collapse theories  
�  Conclusion 

This paper has reviewed the recent media coverage of Steven E. Jones and has 
examined some of the responses from alternative news media and related 
propagandistic and nonscientific or hoax productions. Central to this paper is 
the relevance of the contrast between efforts that promote scientifically solid 
positions versus efforts which mix together anecdotal, flimsy or outright hoax 
information with real information, in order to generate hype and sell their 
version to the most people. This contrast will likely become increasingly clear 
over time as hoax information is discarded -- those attempting to promote 
ideas without a basis in reality have to increasingly move on to new hoaxes -- 
and research based on scientific analysis will withstand  

� ingredients found are aluminum, iron, magnesium, sulphur, etc.  
� nano thermite signs found all around area  
� including unignited thermo chips and residue  
� Nano thermite igniters measure 100 nanometers or 100 billionths of a 

meter   
� nano thermite explosives are leading edge technology only available from 

highly controlled sources, e.g. military 

� Pools of molten iron were found by first responders around the three 
collapsed buildings 

� thermite incinerators are capable of reducing metal structure to 
molten iron  

�  Steel melts at 3000 degrees F  
� Fuel fire temperatures reach 1500 degrees F 

�  The two towers hit by commercial jets showed asymmetric movement 
near the impact floors above and below  

� while complete symmetry of collapse was seen in the lower floors  
� i.e. controlled demolition like uniform collapsing in the lower floors 

of towers  
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� 80 to 90% of the jet fuel burned outside of the two towers impacted  
� Rest burned up in 10 minutes  
� Fuel in office burn lasted 20 minutes   

� No high rise towers have ever been brought down from fire 
� structures are enormous heat sinks  
� structures are over designed 4 to 5 times load requirements  
� Check out this building in Madrid that burned for 28 hours without 

collapsing 
� http://prisonplanet.com/articles/april2007/290407wtc7.htm 

� Building 7 which collapsed without any commercial jet impact showed 
complete symmetry as in a controlled demolition  

� Collapse of the three towers were 2/3 of free fall velocity, e.g. 2/3 of the 
velocity of a free following brick  

� 4 and 20 ton structures were blown out of buildings some 600 feet  
� Speculation of how were the nano thermite devises planted in such 

secured buildings? 
� An elevator modernization operation was undertaken 9 months 

before 9-11-01  
� The elevator shafts were at or near the core 

�  FEMA & NIST officials had self interest and led the investigation away 
from the real cause  

� Banks & defense profited  
� A book "The New Pearl Harbor Revisited" by David Ray Griffin re. 9-11 

   
� http://www.911truth.org/article.php?story=20081125040523682 

� Marvin Bush ( George W.  Brother) linked company handled security to 
WTC, Dulles and United 

� http://www.commondreams.org/views03/0204-06.htm 
� Ex Canadian Prime Minister proponent of 9-11 truth 

� http://www.infowars.com/articles/sept11/chretien_ex_canadian_pm_next_truther.htm
� Former Italian President has gone public on 9/11, telling Italy's most 

respected newspaper that the attacks were run by the CIA and Mossad 
and that this was common knowledge amongst global intelligence 
agencies. 

� http://www.infowars.com/articles/sept11/cossiga_ex_italian_pres_intel_agencies_know_911_inside_job.htm
�  
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http://www4.ae911truth.org/#front_right_WTC7 
  
As seen in this revealing photo, the Twin Towers' destruction exhibited all the 
characteristics of destruction by explosives: (and some non-standard characteristics)  

1. Destruction proceeds through the path of greatest resistance at nearly free-fall 
acceleration  

2. Improbable symmetry of debris distribution  

3. Extremely rapid onset of destruction  

4. Over 100 first responders reported explosions and flashes  

5. Multi-ton steel sections ejected laterally 600 ft at 60 mph  

6. Mid-air pulverization of 90,000 tons of concrete & metal decking  

7. Massive volume of expanding pyroclastic-like clouds  

8. 1200-foot-dia. debris field: no "pancaked" floors found  

9. Isolated explosive ejections 20 – 40 stories below demolition front  

10. Total building destruction: dismemberment of steel frame  

11. Several tons of molten metal found under all 3 high-rises  

12. Evidence of thermite incendiaries found in steel & dust samples  

13. FEMA steel analysis: sulfidation, oxidation & intergranular melting  

14. No precedent for steel-framed high-rise collapse due to fire  

And exhibited none of the characteristics of destruction by fire, i.e.  
1. Slow onset with large visible deformations  
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Jack Venrick 
Enumclaw, Washington 
www.freedomforallseasons.org  
The Boeing Company 
30 Years Retired 
Montana State University 
BS Electrical Engineering 
MS Applied Science 
Industrial Engineering 
Business Administration 
  

----- Original Message -----  
From: Nightwatch@CoasttoCoastam.com  
To: John  
Sent: Wednesday, June 10, 2009 3:31 AM 
Subject: CoastZone - 9-11 Truth 

 

2. Asymmetrical collapse which follows the path of least resistance (laws of 
conservation of momentum would cause a falling, intact, from the point of plane 
impact, to the side most damaged by the fires)  

3. Evidence of fire temperatures capable of softening steel  

4. High-rise buildings with much larger, hotter, and longer lasting fires have never 
“collapsed”  

                         June 10, 2009           www.coasttocoastam.com 

 

Streamlink Audio 

9-11 Truth: 
  
A practicing architect for 20 years, Richard Gage is the founding 

member of Architects and Engineers for 9-11 Truth. On Tuesday's 
show, he discussed the destruction of the three World Trade Center 

high-rises on 9-11, and why nearly 700 architects and engineers 
have found evidence for explosive controlled demolition, and are 
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calling for a new investigation. Lauded as an engineering feat when 

they were constructed, the WTC Towers, according to the official 
explanation, were said to collapse because of the fires burning on 

the upper floors. Yet, Gage pointed out that other high-rise buildings 
with hotter and longer fires never collapsed in this manner. 

  

 
  
Further, in the case of fire, if a building was to collapse, it would fall 

over and not straight down, he said. This type of collapse indicated 
there was no resistance from the structures below, he added. The 

collapse of Building 7 was also a curiosity, as the fires seen in photos 
& videos were fairly small, Gage detailed. However, witnesses near 

Building 7 said they heard the sounds of explosions, lending 
credence to the idea that controlled demolitions took place. 

Evidence for controlled demolition of the Towers comes from a study 
by Dr. Steven Jones of the pulverized dust that surrounded the area 

after the collapse. The material was found to have the chemical 
signature of thermite, created through nanotechnology, something 

that military departments have been experimenting with in 
laboratories. Gage speculated that this thermite might have been 

planted in the Tower's elevator columns during a lengthy 
modernization project that was begun 9 months prior to 9-11. 

Because of this and other evidence, he is calling for a new and 

independent investigation to uncover the full truth about the events 
surrounding 9-11. He recommended signing the AE911 Truth Petition 

and visiting the NYC Coalition for Accountability Now site. 

Free Streamlink Weekend: 
 

We're happy to announce that our Free Streamlink 'Weekend' will 
start this Wed. June 10th and run through Sun. June 14th. Visitors 

will be able to test drive our popular subscriber service, including the 
Podcast feature, which automatically downloads the show for you 

each morning. Go to the Coast to Coast homepage tonight for the 
free sign-up.  
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Highlighted Site: 
 

The Earth Speaks research project, associated with SETI, explores 
the question: "If we discover intelligent life beyond Earth, should we 

reply, and is so, what should we say?" People are invited to submit 
material they'd like to send to other worlds. 

 

Today in Strangeness: 
 

Controversial scientist Immanuel Velikovsky was born on this day in 
1895. In his best-selling 1950's book, Worlds in Collision, he wrote 

about celestial catastrophes that affected ancient peoples. On June 

10, 1752, Benjamin Franklin flew a kite during a thunderstorm, 
enabling him to demonstrate the electrical nature of lightning. 

  

Tonight's Show,  Wed. June 10th: 
  

In a special show about 2012, George Noory will garner different 
perspectives from separate guests each hour. 

  

You are receiving this mailing because you signed up for the CoastZone Newsletter. 

Privacy Policy  

Premiere Radio Networks, Inc. 15260 Ventura Blvd. Sherman Oaks, CA 91403 

If you wish to unsubscribe, please follow this link. 

To edit your profile, follow this link.  
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